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FEATURES

virtually unlimited number of channels
supports various input types from FM/DAB to http streams
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the support
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This professional audio log-
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wide range of file output & compression formats
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featured

effective
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system on the
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far

exceeding

can store with virtually no limit
permanent storage, recycling mode & storage tiering
continuous, scheduled or event-based recording
enhanced sound export interface
web service & open SQL database for easy integration
e-mail, sms and SNMP alerting & notification system
dashboard with stream status & system information

plug-in for enhanced Digigram soundcards support
simple player & data browser
comprehensive system log
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AudioSpy is a scalable
solution designed for
stand-alone stations
with one or several
transmitters, as well as
large radio networks with
multiple stations

...

Web services, open SQL database & configurable output formats to ease integration for development teams
or with third party automation tools
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OF OUR REFERENCES : BelRTL, NRJ, Radio Contact, Nostalgie, ChérieFM, Mint,...

AudioSpy , a member of the OPNS Broadcast product family
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